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hungry shark evolution opens up a beautiful undersea world. seawater and lots of different
microorganisms. you will easily see cute little animals. go with sharks and enjoy the fresh air under

the sea. control the fish skillfully and keep your balance while moving. speed is subject to player
discretion. survive as long as possible and find as much food as possible. but when they're busy,

they might not be able to be much help. additionally, as the city grows, there's a chance that they
might get in trouble. the residents of your city could get into conflicts with each other as well. so to

keep your citizens happy, you can use the interaction menu to make sure they're not unhappy.
they're the sort of people who might have a conflict of interest about your plans, or at least be able
to nudge you off your course. so you can build relationships with them to keep them on your side.
they might be able to help you if you're in trouble, so it's worth building up the relationship. but

remember that any relationship you have with a resident will be permanent, so you should consider
how best to manage them. this is particularly true if you're trying to limit their influence. you can

control what they see on the town map and restrict them from entering your city. other interactions
include becoming a mayor of the town, or selecting the mayor. the mayor is the leader of the town
and can help you out by building buildings to help with construction, or by influencing the approval

or disapproval of building plans. the mayor can also introduce new residents to the town if you meet
the requirements of the "let the streets flow" quest, but this might be a time-consuming process,

especially if you don't get a lot of support.
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finally, we've added a new type of
creature called jellyfish, which are

born in the ocean and are immune to
the rigours of farming. they do not

age or die, but instead grow by
absorbing nutrients and oxygen from

the ocean. they are harmless to
people and your crops, and their

stink is pleasant. farmed plants are
now treated no differently than wild

plants; they will flourish in
appropriate environments, wither
and die in inappropriate ones, can
spread to nearby areas and can be
out-competed by other plants. you

will need to pick a good spot to farm
- or carefully manage soil moisture
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and soil nutrients - in order to
succeed. another event on the moor
involves a group of teenagers and

some booze. they can be a good way
to relieve stress, though they might
try to take advantage if you drink

too much. i'm considering building a
drinking minigame out of this in the
future, as i think there's potential for

similar sequences elsewhere. in
addition, we have reworked the

world geology, by adding an
assortment of rock types like
sandstone, granite, shale, and

limestone. certain rock types appear
only in specific biomes and at

specific depths. these rocks all have
different uses in recipes and can be
made into unique looking mortared
stones. ores like iron, copper, and
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gold are now located in specific host
rocks which will encourage you to

choose the place of your settlement
wisely. in addition, we have

reworked the world geology, by
adding an assortment of rock types
like sandstone, granite, shale, and

limestone. certain rock types appear
only in specific biomes and at

specific depths. these rocks all have
different uses in recipes and can be
made into unique looking mortared

stones. 5ec8ef588b
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